4. Retriever Festival Grafenegg
Labrador Retriever
Richter: F.H. Whyte (GB)
Rüden - Babyklasse
62 - *HOT STUFF VON DER SOMMERHÖHE
Besitzer: KAGHOFER IRIS
Vater: CARPENNY PRIMO
Mutter: BLUVEIL BALLYMOSS RES. CACA
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 11783
Wurftag: 19.05.2017
4 months, good skull, eye and ear set, moderate neck, into well placed shoulder, good
width and depth of body , strong loin, good body condition, moved with good free
straight, has very good feet, and in very good coat and condition, very promising
youngster

Bewertung: 2

63 - *HEADBANGER VON DER SOMMERHÖHE
Besitzer: PILZ KARIN
Vater: CARPENNY PRIMO
Mutter: BLUVEIL BALLYMOSS RES. CACA
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 11784
Wurftag: 19.05.2017
4 months, very good head proportions, dark eye of good shape, lovely expression, well
set ears, moderate neck, into good front ensamble, has very good feet, like the depth
and overall balance, well angled ,holds nice outline, going round , presented in very good
condition, has very good breed type
very promising

Bewertung: 3

64 - *HEY JOHNNY VON DER SOMMERHÖHE
Besitzer: UNTERMARZONER CHRISTIAN
Vater: CARPENNY PRIMO
Mutter: BLUVEIL BALLYMOSS RES. CACA
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 11778
Wurftag: 19.05.2017

very good jhead shape, with good eye and expression, well set ears, good neck, front
ensamble, depth, bone and feet, well angled rear, in good coat and when taken the
correct pace has a steady free action
very promising youngster

Bewertung: 4

65 - KLAUS KINSKI VON DER KAISERLEITEN
Besitzer: GEBETSROITHER MANUELA
Vater: A SENSE OF PLEASURE´S NO RISK NO FUN
Mutter: PRI CET APHRODITE GODDESS OF LOVE
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 11759
Wurftag: 10.05.2017
very good breed type, with balanced head, good eye and expression, good bone, and
overall body shape, good coat and moved with a free and steady gait, would prefer for
his age a little bit more body coverage and his hocks a little bit more laid down, but a
very promising baby

Bewertung:

66 - KURT RUSSELL VON DER KAISERLEITEN
Besitzer: SCHIERL RUDOLF
Vater: A SENSE OF PLEASURE´S NO RISK NO FUN
Mutter: PRI CET APHRODITE GODDESS OF LOVE
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 11761
Wurftag: 10.05.2017
masculine head of good shape, good eye, well set ears, moderate neck, good bone, feet
an depth of body, has good breed type, and coat and condition, prefer a little bit more
body coverage and hocks to be little more laid down, moved freely with good front action,
but prefer a little more width in his rear action, balanced youngster of very nice quality

Bewertung:

67 - *KURT COBAIN VON DER KAISERLEITEN
Besitzer: KRICHBAUM MICHAEL
Vater: CH A SENSE OF PLEASURE'S NO RISK NO FUN
Mutter: CH PRI CET APHRODITE GODDESS OF LOVE CACIB, B
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 11760
Wurftag: 10.05.2017
good head proportions and eye shape, well set ears, good neck into well assembled
front, nice bone and feet, balanced outline, with well set tail, present in good coat and
condition , moved with good, steady gait, holding a nice outline

very promising

Bewertung: 1

Rüden - Jüngstenklasse
68 - *LEVIBEEM FLOTTER HANK
Besitzer: LECHNER HELENE
Vater: DOLPHINGHAM DRINK A BEAR CACIB
Mutter: LEVIBEEM BE DARCY'S LOVE RES. CACA
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 11400
Wurftag: 02.03.2017

Bewertung: HUND FEHLT

69 - *GEORGE CLOONEY VON DER SOMMERHÖHE
Besitzer: KAGHOFER IRIS
Vater: MOCNYS KNOXVILLE
Mutter: CH CIE ROCHEBY VANNILA BOB, CACIB
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 11639
Wurftag: 28.03.2017
very good type and overall body shape, masculine head with good eye, just needs to
develop a little bit more in his stop, well set ears, good neck, like his depth and width,
well sprang rib, strong loin and well angulated rear, good coat texture, well set tail, which
he used and carried well on the move, good front reach, should have a bright future

Bewertung: VIELVERSPRECHEND2

70 - SALEM'S LOT CRAZY PROFESSOR
Besitzer: LAPOSI KRISZTINA
Vater: DELIAN ANGUK GADSDEN
Mutter: NORTH POLE STAR BISCUIT
Zuchtbuchnummer: MET.LABR.905/17
Wurftag: 17.02.2017
dog of good size,, shape and breed type, masculine head with good eye, good neck,
depth , bone and feet, well sprung rib, good loin and tailset, in good coat, moved freely
with good front action, prefer a little more width in his rear action and little more turn of
stifle
very promising youngster

Bewertung: VIELVERSPRECHEND1

Rüden - Jugendklasse
71 - SINDIA'S FLASH MOB
Besitzer: LANTOS SZABOLICS
Vater: LAB'SPB RUSSIAN STANDARD
Mutter: LAB'SPB TEMPTATION FOR SINDIA
Zuchtbuchnummer: MET.LABR.885/H/17
Wurftag: 24.11.2016
masculine dog, of good size and overall body shape, good head proportions, eye and
expression, good neck, into well assambled front, good depth and width, strong in his
loin, well angled rear, moved with good drive and steady free gait, good tail set and
carriage, presented in good condition

Bewertung: V2

72 - *ODIN OF STYRIAN WATERGIRL
Besitzer: STAGL LISA
Vater: CH WILSON OD HIMALÁJSKÉHO CEDRU
Mutter: EVERY LITTLE STEP OF STYRIAN WATERGIRL RES.CA
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 11239
Wurftag: 02.09.2016
masculine head of good shape, correct stop, well placed ears, good expression,
moderate neck, good forechest, legs and feet, good depth of rib, well developed rear,
good tail set, like this overall type, moved freely with good front action, prefer a little width
in rear action, holds nice outline going round, when taken at the correct pace

Bewertung: V4

73 - MAMBRINOS KNOWLES
Besitzer: BECKER KARIN
Vater: MATTAND EXODUS
Mutter: MAMBRINOS VIXEN
Zuchtbuchnummer: NO56313/16
Wurftag: 10.11.2016
masculine dog of good size and breed type, good skull, eye and well set ears, outgoing
with pleasing expression, needs to develop a little in his stop, good depth and width,
strong in his loin, well set tail, moved with good front action, needs to develop a little bit
more strength in his rear action, presented in very good coat and condition

Bewertung: V

74 - AVALANCHE KREUZBURG
Besitzer: SZEWCZYK KATARZYNA
Vater: RICHBOURNE TREASURE HUNT
Mutter: SILVER AIRLINE LEMINISCATUS
Zuchtbuchnummer: PKR.VIII-35014
Wurftag: 30.09.2016
masculine head, good proportions, good eye shape, and expression, well placed ears,
clean neck, and well assembled front , good depth and breath of body , strong in his loin,
well angled rear, good tail set, and carriage on the move, a dog of very good breed type
who covered the ground with a free and positive action and should have a bright future,
presented in excellent coat and condition

Bewertung: V1, JB, BOS

75 - *AARON ELVIS KING MAJESTIC FIVE
Besitzer: ANTAL DANIELA DR.
Vater: STORMFIELD WORKERS HAPPY DELUXE CACIB BOS
Mutter: CIB CIE CH BELLISSIMA SARRACENIA CACIB
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 11000
Wurftag: 04.06.2016
a slightly smaller cast dog, who is well proportioned, has very good breed type,
masculine head with dark eye, well placed ears, ample neck, good width and depth of
body, well angled rear, moved with positive action, prefer a little more depth in his
foreface, presented in very good condition

Bewertung: V3, KLUBJUGENDSIEGER

76 - JAMES BOND VON DER KAISERLEITEN
Besitzer: MADER JULIA
Vater: LEONARDO OF ANGEL'S HEAD
Mutter: BAILEYS CASTLE BONITA
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 11352
Wurftag: 14.12.2016
masculine head, with well set ears, good eye, and overall body shape, good width and
depth, well sprung rib, strong in his loin, prefer a slightly higher tail carriage, moved
freely, with steady front gait, but prefer a little more width in his rear action, presented in
good condition and has good breed type

Bewertung: V

77 - *JACK SPARROW VON DER KAISERLEITEN

Besitzer: EICHHORN DANIEL
Vater: CIE LEONARDO OF ANGEL'S HEAD CACIB, BOB
Mutter: BAILEYS CASTLE BONITA CAC
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 11353
Wurftag: 14.12.2016
masculine dog, of good breed type, well proportioned head, good eye, legs and feet,
moderate neck, like his depth and breath, holds a nice overall outline going round, prefer
a little more width in his rear action and his hocks a little bit more down, presented in
good coat and condition

Bewertung: V

78 - *MAELAS ALVARO
Besitzer: ROSSMANN KATHARINA
Vater: KORNELIUS VOM WALDSCHRATT CACA
Mutter: SUECHANTAS ARYA
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 11116
Wurftag: 22.06.2016
masculine dog of good size, well proportioned head, well set ears, good neck, very good
feet, good depth, and length of rib, well set tail, moved with free action, prefer more
development in his second thigh, and a little more width in his rear action, presented in
nice condition

Bewertung: V

Rüden - Zwischenklasse
79 - *CRYSTAL SPIRIT ONE DIRECTION
Besitzer: ENZELBERGER THEO
Vater: DEVONSHIRE DOUBEL TROUBLE
Mutter: CH CRYSTAL SPIRIT HOT'N SPICY
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 10799
Wurftag: 01.03.2016
masculine dog of good type, very good head shape and expression, has ample bone,
and good feet, like his depth and width, good body condition, strong in his loin, holds nice
shape going round, prefer a little more front reach,

Bewertung: V

80 - *FLY VON DER SOMMERHÖHE
Besitzer: JANCE UWE
Vater: JCH, CH SUNRIDER COVER MY EYES BOB

Mutter: BLUVEIL BALLYMOSS RES. CACA
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 10676
Wurftag: 20.12.2015
very good quality youngster of good size , type and overall shape, balanced masculine
head with nice expression, quality bone and good feet, well sprung rib, strong loin, well
set tail, well developed rear, prefer a little more strength in his second thigh, moved with
steady free gait when taken at the correct pace
very promising youngster

Bewertung: V1, CACA

81 - *ENGLISH ROCK VON DER SOMMERHÖHE
Besitzer: KAGHOFER IRIS
Vater: CIB CH SIMANDEM SILVERSMITH AT ROCHEBY
Mutter: CH CIE ROCHEBY VANNILA BOB, CACIB
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 10600
Wurftag: 18.11.2015
masculine head, with good eye and well set ears, well laid shoulder, good depth, bone
and feet, strong in his loin, well set tail, well developed thigh but prefer hocks to be little
more laid down, in good condition but not in the best of coat today, prefer a little more
length in the neck, has a good breed type and moved freely with good front action

Bewertung: V

82 - *ENGLISH VERSION VON DER SOMMERHÖHE
Besitzer: PILZ KARIN
Vater: CIB CH SIMANDEM SILVERSMITH AT ROCHEBY
Mutter: CH CIE ROCHEBY VANNILA BOB, CACIB
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 10604
Wurftag: 18.11.2015
this dog has good breed type, masculine head with dark eye, good expression, ample
neck, good rib and body condition, good bone and feet, needs to be more at one with the
handler , moved a little erratic, therefore difficult to assess, but when standing he can
give the impression of a balanced quality youngster but not given the best of himself
today

Bewertung: SG

83 - *GENTLEMAN VOM MOSTLANDL
Besitzer: STEINSCHAUER ERIKA
Vater: JCH JAGUAR JACKPOT V. D. WEEWARD BOB
Mutter: TOP SECRET VOM MOSTLANDL

Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 10542
Wurftag: 07.10.2015

Bewertung: HUND FEHLT

84 - HUMPHREY BOGART VON DER KAISERLEITEN
Besitzer: TLACHAC KLAUDIA
Vater: MADABOUT´S RIDEON TO HANDYHILL
Mutter: PRI CET APHRODITE GODNESS OF LOVE
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 10730
Wurftag: 17.02.2016
promising young dog of good size and overall shape, like his head proportion, well set
ears, good neck, very good one and feet, like his depth, loin, and his well developed rear,
moved with very good front action, was presented in very good conditon but just needs
time to mature in the body

Bewertung: V

85 - *FLYING SHADOW VON DER KAISERLEITEN
Besitzer: KRICHBAUM MICHAEL
Vater: JCH A SENSE OF PLEASURE'S SNOWSTORM CAC
Mutter: BAILEYS CASTLE BONITA CAC
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 10654
Wurftag: 19.12.2015
masculine dog of good size, type and overall body shape, good skull and muzzle, dark
eye with well set ears, good length of neck, front of good depth and width, well sprung
rib, well angled rear, nice bone and moved freely, but prefer a little more front reach and
drive from the rear, not in his best coat today, but a youngster with a lots of promise

Bewertung: V4

86 - *HIGHLANDER VON DER KAISERLEITEN
Besitzer: SCHWEIGER GÜNTER
Vater: CH MADABOUT'S RIDEON TO HANDYHILL RES. CACIB
Mutter: CH PRI CET APHRODITE GODDESS OF LOVE CACIB, B
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 10733
Wurftag: 17.02.2016
well proportioned dog, with good head shape, well placed ears, moderate neck, into well
laid shoulder,s good legs and feet, good depth, strong in his loin, and well developed
rear, moved with steady free gait, holding a nice outline, slightly smaller cast, but is
balanced and in proportion, prefer a bit more width in his rear action

Bewertung: V

87 - *FULL HOUSE VON DER KAISERLEITEN
Besitzer: SCHALLER SYLVIA
Vater: JCH A SENSE OF PLEASURE'S SNOWSTORM CAC
Mutter: BAILEYS CASTLE BONITA CAC
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 10652
Wurftag: 19.12.2015
dog of good size and overall type, good skull and eye, well set ears, needs to develop a
bit in his stop, good bone, depth, and well angled rear, needs to mature in his frame a bit
more, when settled he moved with steady front action but needs to develop a bit in width
in rear action

Bewertung: V

88 - *FORT KNOX VON DER KAISERLEITEN
Besitzer: SPITZBART ANDREA
Vater: JCH A SENSE OF PLEASURE'S SNOWSTORM CAC
Mutter: BAILEYS CASTLE BONITA CAC
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 10651
Wurftag: 19.12.2015
dog of good size and shape, with masculine head , pleasing expression,dark eye, well
set ears, good bone, like his depth and spring of rib, holds nice outline when covering the
ground , has a steady front action but prefer more width in his rear action

Bewertung: V3

89 - TOOPINES DIX DE COEUR CESAR
Besitzer: BECKER KARIN
Vater: DOLBIA TANGERINE
Mutter: FINLANDIAS ICE CYBELE OF HORBEN SPRING
Zuchtbuchnummer: SHSB/LOS 743252
Wurftag: 23.04.2016
a very promising youngster, who is balanced, has lots of breed qualities to appreciate,
well proportioned head with good eye and expression, well placed ears, moderate neck,
into well assambled front, good depth and spring of rib, strong in his loin, well developed
rear, and god set of tail, presented in good tail and condition, moved freely, holding a firm
outline, prefer a little more width in rear action,

Bewertung: V2, Res. CACA

Rüden - Offene Klasse
90 - *BRIDGEFORD STARGAZER AT ROCHEBY
Besitzer: KAGHOFER IRIS
Vater: ROCHEBY MR TOM
Mutter: DREAM KEEPER AT BRIDGEFORD
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 10404
Wurftag: 30.12.2014
a dog with good body proporition, good bone, depth and well angled rear, well sprung rib,
strong in his loin, good tail set, masculine head, dark eye, adequate stop , moved with
good front action, nice outline, prefer a bit more width and drive in his rear action,

Bewertung: V2, Res. CACA

91 - MAMBRINOS INNER CIRCLE
Besitzer: BECKER KARIN
Vater: KIMVALLEY STAR GAZER AT FARNFIELD
Mutter: MAMBRINOS GILLIAN
Zuchtbuchnummer: NO51436/15
Wurftag: 27.08.2015
well proportioned dog who is masculine, has qualitiy bone, good depth and width in his
body, nice barrel rib, strong in his loin, well developed rear, good head proportions, kind
expression, well presented, moved freely, with steady front action and holds a nice
outline, prefer a little more width in his rear action

Bewertung: V1, CACA

92 - *FAST AND FURIOUS VON DER KAISERLEITEN
Besitzer: KRAMMER DANIELA
Vater: JCH A SENSE OF PLEASURE'S SNOWSTORM CAC
Mutter: BAILEYS CASTLE BONITA CAC
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 10650
Wurftag: 19.12.2015
masculine dog of good size, has quality bone, good depth and well angled rear, has very
good feet, moved a steady front action, prefer more width in his rear but holds nice
outline, good eye, well set ear, masculine head but prefer a bit more refinement in his
skull, in good body condition

Bewertung: V4

93 - *DAYWALKER VON DER KAISERLEITEN
Besitzer: WIESER EVELYN

Vater: CH MALLORN'S SILVER SURFER CACIB BOB
Mutter: BAILEYS CASTLE BONITA CAC
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 9911
Wurftag: 30.11.2014
masculine dog with a well proportioned head, good size, well set ears, good neck, and
depth of body, good loin, well angled rear, good set of tail, moved with steady front action
and prefer a bit more width in his rear, has very good feet, like his depth, prefer a bit
more width in his body, presented in a very good condition

Bewertung: V3

Rüden - Gebrauchshundeklasse
94 - LILLIY'S MOCCA BONCA
Besitzer: SOROSI-SCHÄFER JUDIT
Vater: SKYFIRE MASTER OF CHOCOLATE
Mutter: TOLNAI-TÓTH NIKÉ
Zuchtbuchnummer: MET.LABR.4150/12
Wurftag: 14.08.2012
a dog of very good breed type, strong and balanced, has a masculine head with good
eye, good neck, well laid shoulder, very good depth, strong in his loin, well developed
rear, good legs and feet, to be very picky and for complete balance would like to have
him just a touch longer in the leg , moved freely with steady action, holding a firm outline,
has good front reach, presented in good body and coat condition

Bewertung: V1, CACA

Rüden - Championklasse
95 - *CRYSTAL SPIRIT JACKPOT
Besitzer: MORGENTHALER SABINE
Vater: CIE, CH CARPENNY SCENARIO
Mutter: CH CRYSTAL SPIRIT FREAKY LIKE ME CACIB, BOB
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 9150
Wurftag: 03.10.2013
a dog with very good head, shape and expression, good neck, body and outline, has
very good feet, well angled rear, covers the ground with positive free action, like his type,
not in full coat today but has firm body condition

Bewertung: V3, KLUBSIEGER

96 - ARBI KORIAMI
Besitzer: KOPANSKI ANNA

Vater: ALLDANS THE BUZZ
Mutter: RIMA EKADO
Zuchtbuchnummer: PKR.VIII-31742
Wurftag: 04.09.2014
balanced dog of good size, type and depth, in fist class coat and condition, masculine
head with nice eye, has good width of body and well sprung rib, steady free and positive
action when covering the ground and stands on very good feet,

Bewertung: V2, Res. CACA

97 - LEONARDO OF ANGEL'S HEAD
Besitzer: ONKELINX-DE SMEDT THIERRY UND ONKELINX GREGORY
Vater: LOCH MOR ROMEO
Mutter: GITANE OF ANGEL'S HEAD
Zuchtbuchnummer: LOSH 1117973
Wurftag: 21.08.2012
masculine dog of good proportions, good skull, muzzle, eye and well set ears, moderate
neck, into body with well laid shoulder, good depth and width, strong loin, well angled
rear, good tail set and action, covered the ground with positive steady gait, presented in
good coat and condition

Bewertung: V1, CACA

Rüden - Veteranenklasse
98 - HUNTER VOM ENNINGER BACH ODIN
Besitzer: GBUREK JULIA
Vater: FAMEFLAIR YOU'RE MINE
Mutter: FAMEFLAIR X-TENSION
Zuchtbuchnummer: VDH/LCD 08/P0408
Wurftag: 27.03.2008
masculine head of good proportions, nice eye shape and well set ears, moderate neck
into body of good depth and width, good rib, strong in his loin, well developed quarters,
stands on good feet, in very good condition for his age, moved with steady front action,
prefer a bit more width in his rear action, I like his overall type

Bewertung: V1, VS

Hündinnen - Babyklasse
99 - FULLCOOL WOW
Besitzer: KACIAN KACA
Vater: CHARM BLUVEIL MR DARCY

Mutter: ONE YELLOW PUDDING GORSKA FANTAZJA
Zuchtbuchnummer: HR 19051 LR
Wurftag: 09.05.2017
feminine baby of good breed type, balanced body shape and well set tail, well
proportioned head with cute eye and expression, very good bone and feet, moves with
positive steady front action, just needs time to develop with finish rear action, most
promising youngster and should have a bright future

Bewertung: 2

100 - *HIGH FIVE VON DER SOMMERHÖHE
Besitzer: KAGHOFER IRIS
Vater: CARPENNY PRIMO
Mutter: BLUVEIL BALLYMOSS RES. CACA
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 11787
Wurftag: 19.05.2017
most promising youngster, with well proportioned head and very good expression,
moderate neck, into well assembled front, like her depth and width, well angled rear and
good set of tail, a quality baby with lots of promise, steady in her rear action, just needs
to steady a bit more in her front action, in very good coat and condition, should have a
bright future

Bewertung: 1

101 - *KATE MOSS VON DER KAISERLEITEN
Besitzer: MÜHRINGER MANUEL
Vater: CH A SENSE OF PLEASURE'S NO RISK NO FUN
Mutter: CH PRI CET APHRODITE GODDESS OF LOVE CACIB, B
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 11767
Wurftag: 10.05.2017
feminine balanced head with good expression, well set ears, good neck, well assambled
front, has good bone, well developed rear, like her overall type, she moves with a steady
front action, needs to develop in her rear width, in good coat,
very promising

Bewertung: 4

102 - *KIM WILDE VON DER KAISERLEITEN
Besitzer: MÜHRINGER MANUEL
Vater: CH A SENSE OF PLEASURE'S NO RISK NO FUN
Mutter: CH PRI CET APHRODITE GODDESS OF LOVE CACIB, B
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 11766

Wurftag: 10.05.2017
feminine head of good proportions well set ears, moderate neck, like her bone and feet
and overall body shape, good depth, moderate rear angulation, happy, outgoing, in very
good coat, steady gait, needs time to develop in her rear, holds a nice shape going
round, lots of promise,
very promising

Bewertung: 3

103 - *KYLIE MINOGUE VON DER KAISERLEITEN
Besitzer: BUGL EMANUEL
Vater: CH A SENSE OF PLEASURE'S NO RISK NO FUN
Mutter: CH PRI CET APHRODITE GODDESS OF LOVE CACIB, B
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 11768
Wurftag: 10.05.2017
feminine baby of good breed type, has good skull, stop and muzzle, good eye shape,
moderate neck, holds a balanced outline, like her depth, needs time to develop more
width, prefer the hocks to be a touch more down, but moved freely, holding a balanced
picture, presented in very good coat and condition
very promising

Bewertung:

104 - *LOVELY NATURE APRIL
Besitzer: AIGNER NICOLE
Vater: CH DUMBLEDORE VON DER KAISERLEITEN CACIB, BOB
Mutter: CRYSTAL SPIRIT LOLLIPOP
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 11771
Wurftag: 21.04.2017
feminine head with good expression, good neck, lay of shoulder, good depth, well
developed rear for her age, prefer hocks to be a bit more down, presented in very good
condition, needs time to develop more width in her body, moved freely, but prefer a
slightly lower tail carriage,
very promising

Bewertung:

Hündinnen - Jüngstenklasse
105 - *LEVIBEEM FLOTTE LOTTE
Besitzer: HOFFMANN MELANIE
Vater: DOLPHINGHAM DRINK A BEAR CACIB

Mutter: LEVIBEEM BE DARCY'S LOVE RES. CACA
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 11404
Wurftag: 02.03.2017
has a feminine head with good expression, like her type, overall body shape. accurate
stage for her age, prefer her hocks a bit to lay more down, presented in good coat,
moved steady front action, prefer a bit more width in her rear, presented in good
condition

Bewertung: VIELVERSPRECHEND4

106 - *DREAM OF MOUNTAIN KIMBERLY SUE
Besitzer: MAIR BARBARA
Vater: JCH PHILIPSTOWN BLUE BUNTING
Mutter: DREAM GIRL DEBBY OF SEAPORT
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 11488
Wurftag: 10.02.2017
feminine head with good skull and eye, prefer little more development in her forface,
good size, and breed type, like her depth and width, but prefer a little more firmness in
her body condition, when taken at a correct pace she holds a nice outline, but prefer
more width in her rear action

Bewertung: VIELVERSPRECHEND

107 - *GRACE KELLY VON DER SOMMERHÖHE
Besitzer: KAGHOFER IRIS
Vater: MOCNYS KNOXVILLE
Mutter: CH CIE ROCHEBY VANNILA BOB, CACIB
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 11640
Wurftag: 28.03.2017
feminine and of good size for her age, good eye, well set ear, clear neck, like her depth,
loin and overall outline, moved freely, needs a lit more width in her rear action, good
bone and feet, has a steady front action, presented in good coat and condition

Bewertung: VIELVERSPRECHEND1

108 - *GIULIETTA MASINA VON DER SOMMERHÖHE
Besitzer: PILZ KARIN
Vater: MOCNYS KNOXVILLE
Mutter: CH CIE ROCHEBY VANNILA BOB, CACIB
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 11641
Wurftag: 28.03.2017
feminine youngster of good size, type, with balanced head, dark eye, good expression,

nice bone and feet, good depth, well set tail, moved with nice front action, needs to
develop in more width in her rear action, a lots to like, presented in good coat and
condition

Bewertung: VIELVERSPRECHEND

109 - LEVIBEEM FLOTTE LILLY
Besitzer: KVETONOVA BUKACKOVA DAGMAR
Vater: DOLPHINGHAM DRINK A BEAR
Mutter: LEVIBEEM BE DARCY´S LOVE
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 11405
Wurftag: 02.03.2017
head of good proportions with dark eye and good expression, moderate neck, like her
width and depth, good bone, and very good feet, good rib, well angled rear, moved with
nice front action and holds a firm outline, needs time to develop width in her rear,
presented in good coat and condition

Bewertung: VIELVERSPRECHEND2

110 - HERMIONA Z MUCHOVY BOUDY
Besitzer: LAHODOVA GABRIELA
Vater: BALRION WEATHERTOP GIN FIZZ
Mutter: DEANNA DEE Z MUCHOVY BOUDY
Zuchtbuchnummer: CLP/LR/32560
Wurftag: 27.03.2017
very good breed type, good size and shape for her age, has good depth and width, very
good feet, strong loin, well developed rear, moved with steady gait, prefer a bit more
width in her rear action, holds nice outline going round, presented in good coat and
condition
very promising youngster

Bewertung: VIELVERSPRECHEND3

111 - HAPPY HEART Z MUCHOVY BOUDY
Besitzer: KREJCI RENATA
Vater: BALRION WEATHERTOP GIN FIZZ
Mutter: DEANN DEE Z MUCHOVY BOUDY
Zuchtbuchnummer: CLP/LR/32558
Wurftag: 27.03.2017
youngster of good size, type and has good head proportions, good depth, well sprung
rib, very good feet, moved with steady front action, prefer hocks to be more laid down
and more width in her rear action, needs to be little more together with her handler

Bewertung: VIELVERSPRECHEND

Hündinnen - Jugendklasse
112 - FULLCOOL CALABRIA
Besitzer: KACIAN KACA
Vater: BOSS SARRACENIA
Mutter: SNOOPY'S GANG ELEMENT OF SURPRISE
Zuchtbuchnummer: HR18703 LR
Wurftag: 04.04.2016
has good bone type and body shape, good skull, correct stop, nice eye, well placed ears,
clean neck, good depth and width in her body, stands on nice feet, free positive action on
the move, holds a nice outline, presented in good coat and condition

Bewertung: V1, JB

113 - JUST THE WAY VOM MOSTLANDL
Besitzer: NEUBACHER ADELA
Vater: STORMFIELD WORKERS HAPPY DELUXE
Mutter: NEW ADDITION VOM MOSTLANDL
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 11328
Wurftag: 15.11.2016
like her size, type and bone , feminine head with good eye, ample neck, good depth and
well sprung rib, good coat texture, well muscled rear, moved freely but prefer but prefer a
little more drive from the rear and from the reach

Bewertung: V

114 - IRINA VOM SPERBERBRÜNNL
Besitzer: PUNCZI MICHAELA
Vater: GLENPATRICK OLIVER
Mutter: NEVILLEBRIAR YULE TIDE
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 11368
Wurftag: 18.12.2016
like her size, feminine head, has very good feet, steady free action but prefer a little more
width in her rear, presented in good condition, but is quite narrowly built all the way
through, needs more spring of rib and width in her body for me, outgoing character

Bewertung: SG

115 - *A SENSE OF PLEASURE'S BLACK BEAUTY

Besitzer: PERKMANN THOMAS
Vater: JCH WATERLINE'S PINEAPPLE EXPRESS
Mutter: CH A SENSE OF PLEASURE'S OBSESSION
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 11336
Wurftag: 27.09.2016
feminine head with good expression, good neck, well sprung rib, like her bone and
outline, happy outgoing and moved with good front action, prefer more width in her rear,
good coat texture, has lots of breed attributes to appreciate

Bewertung: V2, KLUBJUGENDSIEGER

116 - *JOSEFINE VON DER KAISERLEITEN
Besitzer: MÜHRINGER MANUEL
Vater: CIE LEONARDO OF ANGEL'S HEAD CACIB, BOB
Mutter: BAILEYS CASTLE BONITA CAC
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 11356
Wurftag: 14.12.2016
feminine head shape with good eye, good neck and overall body outline, like her depth,
type and tail set, good feet, needs to time to mature in her frame, happy free gait, prefer
a bit more width in her rear action

Bewertung: V3

117 - *CAPRONCA NIA
Besitzer: ZÄNGLEIN BEATRIX
Vater: CH CAPRONCA SOPRANO
Mutter: CAPRONCA EXPRESSA
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 11708
Wurftag: 11.11.2016
has good bone , type and overall size, pleasing head with good eye, clean neck, good
depth, well laid shoulder, strong body, well developed rear,, prefer more strength in her
second thigh and width in her rear action, holds nice shape going round, not in her best
coat today

Bewertung: V4

Hündinnen - Zwischenklasse
118 - *PRI CET CAROLINA PUERTO RICO
Besitzer: ZÄNGLEIN GABRIELE UND KLAWATSCH WOLFGANG
Vater: LORESHO CHOCO BY DESIGN
Mutter: FIONA CORTI CRO

Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 10820
Wurftag: 10.11.2015

Bewertung: HUND FEHLT

119 - *CRYSTAL SPIRIT OUT OF CONTROL
Besitzer: GELLER ANDREA
Vater: DEVONSHIRE DOUBEL TROUBLE
Mutter: CH CRYSTAL SPIRIT HOT'N SPICY
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 10800
Wurftag: 01.03.2016
like her type, size and overall shape, good head with dark eye, moderate neck, like her
width of body and spring of rib, moved with free steady action holding a nice outline,
presented in good coat and condition

Bewertung: V1, CACA, KLUBSIEGER

120 - *FANTASIA VON DER SOMMERHÖHE
Besitzer: SVOBODA SABRINA
Vater: JCH, CH SUNRIDER COVER MY EYES BOB
Mutter: BLUVEIL BALLYMOSS RES. CACA
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 10678
Wurftag: 20.12.2015
exhibit up to size, balanced, good breed type, pleasing head with good eye, moderate
neck,well sprung rib, strong in his loin, prefer hocks more laid down and width in the rear
action , holds a nice outline

Bewertung: V4

121 - AIRY-FAIRY KREUZBURG
Besitzer: SZEWCZYK KATARZYNA
Vater: RICHBOURNE PLAY IT AGAIN
Mutter: SILVER AIRLINE LEMINISCATUS
Zuchtbuchnummer: PKR.VIII-33369
Wurftag: 15.10.2015
feminine and balanced, has good breed type, smaller cast, but holds a nice outline going
round,, steady and positive on the move, in good body condiiton but prefer a bit more all
over

Bewertung: V2, Res. CACA

122 - *BAILEYS CASTLE FAIRYTALE
Besitzer: FITZ ISABEL
Vater: CH MALLORN'S SILVER SURFER CACIB BOB
Mutter: JCH ROSEMADE BLACK BACARDI RES. CACIB
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 10794
Wurftag: 29.02.2016
feminine head with good ears, neck, depth of body, like her type, free and steady gait,
good feet, clean front action, prefer a bit more width in her rear, good cndition, needs
time to mature in her frame,

Bewertung: V3

122A - *HOT CHOCOLATE VON DER KAISERLEITEN
Besitzer: MANUEL MÜHRINGER
Vater:
Mutter:
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB LR 10734 A
Wurftag: 17.02.2016
like her size, type and overall shape, pleasing head, good eye shape, moderate neck,
like her depth and spring of rib, well developed rear, balanced outline going round, would
prefer more width in her rear action, presented in good coat and condition

Bewertung: V

Hündinnen - Offene Klasse
123 - OPIUM Z ILZECKIEGO GRODU
Besitzer: KOPANSKI ANNA
Vater: VALENTINO GÓRSKA FANTAZJA
Mutter: OHARA GÓRSKA FANTAZJA
Zuchtbuchnummer: PKR.VIII-33870
Wurftag: 02.02.2016
good size, shape and head proportion, dark eye, good ears, like her depth and width of
body, strong in her quarters, moved steady, positiive, when taken at the correct pace ,
good coat texture

Bewertung: V3

124 - *CRYSTAL SPIRIT NAUGHTY BUT NICE
Besitzer: GELLER ANDREA
Vater: CH FARNFIELD TOPO GIGIO BOB
Mutter: CH CRYSTAL SPIRIT FREAKY LIKE ME CACIB, BOB

Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 10555
Wurftag: 19.10.2015
feminine and of good size, balanced body proportions, with good legs and feet, like her
depth and spring of ribs, free posiitve gait, just needs more coat to complete the picture

Bewertung: V1, CACA

125 - *LEVIBEEM BE DARCY'S LOVE
Besitzer: HOFFMANN MELANIE
Vater: CIB, CH CHARM BLUVEIL MR. DARCY TRIALER
Mutter: CH CRYSTAL SPIRIT ESPRIT CACA
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 9776
Wurftag: 07.08.2014
nice head and eye, good type, like her depth and spring of rib, strong in her loin ,well
developed rear, good coat texture, covers the ground freely holding a nice outline, prefer
a bit more width in her rear action, presented in good coat and condition

Bewertung: V4

126 - *FLASH DANCE VON DER KAISERLEITEN
Besitzer: MÜHRINGER MANUEL
Vater: JCH A SENSE OF PLEASURE'S SNOWSTORM CAC
Mutter: BAILEYS CASTLE BONITA CAC
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 10656
Wurftag: 19.12.2015
head of good proportions, dark eye, well placed ears, good neck, quality bone, like her
depth and rib, well developed rear and good set of tail, moved with free steady gait, just
needs time to fill in the frame a bit more , presented in good condiition

Bewertung: V2, Res. CACA

127 - *ASHFORD CASTLE GODIVA
Besitzer: LEIMER NINA
Vater: CH MADABOUT'S RIDEON TO HANDYHILL RES. CACIB
Mutter: SUNRIDER KOORI
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 10499
Wurftag: 03.09.2015

Bewertung: HUND FEHLT

128 - *ALLY MC BEAL VOM WEITEN LAND
Besitzer: JARMER FLORIAN
Vater: NELSON FOR LOCH MOR OF FINNWOODS
Mutter: PRINCESS LILLY DO SOL D'ARENA RES. CACIB
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 9629
Wurftag: 23.05.2014
pleasing head and expression, well set ears, moderate neck, good depth and length of
rib, well angled rear, moderate bone , good feet, holds a nice outline going round, prefer
more width in her rear action and needs more finish to fill in the frame

Bewertung: V

Hündinnen - Gebrauchshundeklasse
129 - *CRYSTAL SPIRIT MONEYPENNY
Besitzer: GELLER ANDREA
Vater: DOLPHINGHAM DRINK A BEAR CACIB
Mutter: CH CRYSTAL SPIRIT COSMOPOLITAN RES. CACIB
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 10049
Wurftag: 06.02.2015
feminine and of good size and breed type, good eye, expression and well set ears, clean
in neck but prefer a little more length , good depth, rib and moderate angle rear, steady
form action in the rear, prefer slightly more reach in her front action, presented in good
body condition

Bewertung: V2, Res. CACA

130 - SALEM'S LOT ROSA BELLE
Besitzer: LAPOSI KRISZTINA
Vater: EARNEST ATTENTION OF BOHEMIA BRAS
Mutter: GYÖNGYÖS SZÉPE LABI SOFI
Zuchtbuchnummer: MET.LABR.592/16
Wurftag: 04.01.2015
feminine head, good eye shape and colour, like her size and overall type, good depth,
legs and feet, moved with steady front action, prefer more width in her rear, carrying too
much weight for me, but coat has good texture

Bewertung: V3

131 - *APRIL ANNIE VOM WEITEN LAND
Besitzer: JARMER SIGRID UND REISINGER KARL P.
Vater: NELSON FOR LOCH MOR OF FINNWOODS

Mutter: PRINCESS LILLY DO SOL D'ARENA RES. CACIB
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 9625
Wurftag: 23.05.2014
feminine head, good eye shape, correct stop, well placed ears, moderate neck, good
bone, very good feet, like her depth and width of body, well sprung rib, moved freely with
good front action, holds a nice outline, but prefer a bit more width in rear action,
presented in firm body condition

Bewertung: V1, CACA

Hündinnen - Championklasse
132 - SNOOPY'S GANG ELEMENT OF SURPRISE
Besitzer: KACIAN KACA
Vater: MORLAND'S MD AT SNOOPY'S GANG
Mutter: RAGLAN JEMIMA
Zuchtbuchnummer: HR 18041 LR
Wurftag: 03.05.2014
good size and overall shape, like her type, pleasing head with good eye, well placed
ears, like her width and depth of body, outgoing temper, covered the ground freely ,
prefer a liitle more width in her rear action, in good condition but not in full coat today

Bewertung: V3

133 - *BERNERELITE CALIFORNIEN
Besitzer: MAIR BARBARA
Vater: CIB CH MALLORN'S ROGUE'S GALLERY
Mutter: BERNERELITE ALEANDRA
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 7744
Wurftag: 17.06.2011
very nice head and expression, good size, quailty bone, very good feet, covers the
ground with clean in its front action, carrying a bit too much weight for me today, like her
type, very good tail

Bewertung: V

134 - *ANIKA VON TOINIKKE
Besitzer: KORAK MAJA / RITTER KARL
Vater: DOLPHINGHAM DOLPHIN DRUGO
Mutter: CHESTERWOOD'S HOLLY
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 9071
Wurftag: 22.08.2013

balanced head with good eye, moderate neck, like her bone, feet, body shape, holds a
balaced outine going round, clean in her front action, prefer more width in her rear action,
has lots to like , not in full coat today, but in good body condition

Bewertung: V4

135 - CLAYCHALK COSTA MILLE
Besitzer: CHAKAROVA ALBENA
Vater: CLAYCHALK COSTA ZAIRE
Mutter: CLAYCHALK COSTA MARKKA
Zuchtbuchnummer: PK30652/15
Wurftag: 30.05.2012

Bewertung: HUND FEHLT

136 - MONA LISA OF ANGEL'S HEAD
Besitzer: ONKELINX-DE SMEDT THIERRY UND ONKELINX GREGORY
Vater: LOCH MOR ROMEO
Mutter: GITANE OF ANGEL'S HEAD
Zuchtbuchnummer: LOSH 1136945
Wurftag: 07.10.2013
like her overall type and quality, balanced femine head, good bone, strong in her body,
well angled rear, firm body condition, deep coat texture, when taken at correct pace has
posiitive free movement, stands on very good feet

Bewertung: V1, CACA, BOB

137 - NEW YORK OF ANGEL'S HEAD
Besitzer: ONKELINX-DE SMEDT THIERRY UND ONKELINX GREGORY
Vater: RAGLAN JACK FROST
Mutter: GITANE OF ANGEL'S HEAD
Zuchtbuchnummer: LOSH 1152142
Wurftag: 03.12.2014
dog of good size, balanced, strong in his body but not exagerated, has good depth,
width, moved over the ground with a positive gait, nice head shape, presented in good
condition

Bewertung: V2, Res. CACA

Hündinnen - Veteranenklasse
138 - *CRYSTAL SPIRIT COSMOPOLITAN

Besitzer: GELLER ANDREA
Vater: GINGERBRED GUINNESS AT CHARTBREAKERS
Mutter: ÖVCH WOEFDRAM'S RUBY TUESDAY
Zuchtbuchnummer: ÖHZB/LR 6362
Wurftag: 01.03.2009
feminine head, good eye, skull and well set ears, like her type, overall body shape, good
width and depth of body, well set tail, in very good condition for her age, positive in her
front action going round, has lots to like but not in full coat today

Bewertung: V1, VS

